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I am a first generation immigrant, the first in my family earn a higher degree. I want to use

my degree to help the people I've seen who look like me, grew up in areas similar to myself, with

backgrounds similar to my own, and yet were consumed by the almost unstoppable force of the

criminal justice system. I am committed to being a fierce advocate for social justice in this world,

and a large part of social justice is fighting discrimination. I have learned from my various

internships, classes, and mentors that race often plays a large role in our society. It has shaped

media, the criminal justice system, hiring standards, and all different facets of our world. My

reason for my commitment to fighting to eradicate racial injustice is because I firmly believe that

every individual is inherently equal to another. Racial constructs have been one of the largest used

to discriminate and dehumanize individuals, from the race-based slave trade, to education and

employment disparities today. The criminal justice system as it is used today is an extension of

racism. It is an age-old practice that must be fought against, every day, by all different people,

from all different walks of life. I am commiued to being a part of that fight. I plan on using my

degree as a lawyer to do just that.

My law degree represents a tool to improve my advocacy. My first direct services

internship experience shaped my outlook on social justice activism. Working in , with my

limited budget in a small brick building, I put up brightly colored construction paper on the walls

and created posters dedicated to our clients, who were for the most part experiencing homelessness

and looking for jobs. They often had a criminal background, something that added as a severe

hindrance in their search for employment and housing. While the change seemed superficial, it

was due to my recognition of the fact that these individuals encountered faceless systems every

day. My goal was to create a face. I created a temporary workshop focusing on the development

of life skills, such as interviewing specifically with someone who has a criminal background. I

noticed clients were lacking pride due to the fact that they didn't hold traditionally valued skills in

our society, so I added motivational sessions. Before long, and despite the fact that my classroom

was filled with clients who had been in the program for the longest without jobs, we were



experiencing higher than normal GED passage and job acceptance rates. Client morale increased.

Soon after, my workshop was given a permanent place in the program's structure.

The lessons I learned at fueled my passioir for social justice. I gained an appreciation and

understanding of direct services that I did not have before, which in turn added depth to the

advocacy I do. I learned about the different forms advocacy can take, from small-scale on the

ground changes to larger policy changes.

Following my experience at , I worked with the to legalize

marijuana. Our campaign focused on the racial disparities with arrests and the consequences of

these arrests. The drug war has created felons out of young, black and Hispanic men at

disproportionate rates for non-violent offenses. The drug war targets communities of color and

poor communities. By decriminalizingillicit substances such as marijuana, arrest rates would drop

exponentially for individuals of color. I have also created profiles on inmates who were in prison

for over 20 years, and worked alongside them in their parole hearings with the g

r Campaign. This required interviewing the current inmates and their family to

pain a holistic picture of the criminal justice system. I helped to organize protests and host panels

as an intern for the focusing on racial disparities in arrests and employment. I

created a presentation here on community policing stations. Such a model would take after the

model currently in Japan, of having direct and constant friendly communication between police

offers and members of a community. This act is intended to reduce fear police officers act from,

and the antagonistic mindset that individuals often respond with. Secondly, studies have found that

individuals who are found guilty of felonies often have several interactions with the law before

their felony charge. I believe that alternatives to incarceration programs should be introduced as a

legal measure, not a community measure, especially to work with at risk youth. I have volunteered

with a program that offers first time youthful offenders an altemative to

incarceration. When they successfully complete the program they are granted a youthful offender

status. I worked to stress the importance of completing the program, helping them understand the

importance of school attendance. I knew that most juveniles ended up in the system due to status

offenses, but that it caught them in a lifelong net partially due to the stigma of a "criminal."

I have fought to end the stigma towards people living with mental illnesses, to end

discrimination in the worþlace including race and gender while I was on the executive board



of the National Alliance on Mental Illness on campus. Due to the fact that I was a student at

where many police officers in the city attend school, my club

hosted several events focusing on how police officers should be hained to deal with those that

have a mental illness. As first responders to many situations they are able to deter individuals from

the criminal justice system instead to health based programs. I have worked to maintain affordable

public housing in when I interned for Housing Conservation Coordinators. I

participated in panel discussions on the legal requirements of housing including the fact that those

with a criminal backgrounds are excluded from the applicant pool. During this time I interviewed

members of the community who were suffered by the requirements for a criminal background and

gave presentations alongside our legal team. I also advocated to increase voter registration access

across the country when I interned with the Center for Justice. I focused on restrictions

due to felon backgrounds, noting which states have the most restrictive as a target for future work.

My experiences have taught me how connected these issues are, and that the solutions

must be connected as well. With my law degree, I plan to work alongside advocacy groups to draft

and support laws that address core issues of disadvantaged populations. My goal is to one day

open my own non-profit organizationthat focuses on advocacytrainingforhighschoolstudents

coming from low-income neighborhoods. My plan is based on the idea that outside organizations

rarely have the same impact that residents of the neighborhood can when they advocate. Ideas that

come from within, that are fully aware of the issues, those that are personalized to each community,

are more effective than generic plans created by an outside organization. Another goal of this

organization is to prevent the residents of the community who have the most potential

for improving the neighborhood from leaving, which is common due to lack of opportunity. I want

to support community policing within members of the community, and community policing from

members of the police force. A law degree is the path for me because of its versatility and the

broad range ofskills one gains throughout the process. I plan to continue being an advocate for the

community.


